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Club meeting

an eye on your emails or visit the Nautilus
website

Mission Beach Dive Opportunity, see
website for more details.
October Club Dive will be aboard TUSA T6
departing Cairns on Sunday 14th

Junior Eisteddfod Association at 67
Greenslopes Street, Edge Hill.
Starting with a BBQ at 7pm

Guest Speaker at this month’s Club Meeting is CEO and Co-Founder Stewart Christie
of the Reef Restoration Foundation.

MERCHANDISE SPECIAL.........NAUTILUS OCTOPUS T-SHIRT
Have you been considering getting yourself one of our awesome Nautilus Octopus
T-Shirts, but have never gotten around to it? Now is the time! This club meeting
(Wednesday 26 September) we are selling our remaining Nautilus Octopus T-Shirts
for the discounted price of $20! We have limited stock and selected sizes, so be sure
to come by and grab one for yourself!”

Special dives will be organised in addition to the regular monthly day trips, these could be with Reel Cray-Zee, Rumrunner, and
could be day trips or weekend trips to the reef or the Yongala. Better watch your emails for future announcements.

WANTED: Pre- 1985 photos - imgages - data of the Reef - for a University of Queensland Project
Please look in your attic, photo box, ask your family, grand parents, uncles - for photos of the GBR - reef - pre 1985 - they can
be an important contribution for analysing the the quality of the reef over last 100 years.
The University of Queensland has recently started a project to compare historical reef images with recent ones and to try to
see what happened to our much beloved barrier reef over time.
This project aims to utilise underwater photographs taken in the early pioneering days of SCUBA to extend the baseline understanding of reef condition over time.
The ultimate goal is to inform politicians, so that well considered decisions can be implemented to protect this world wonder
from a downward spiral, as we are are “on a slippery slope to slime” (from corals to algae and bacterial mats).
Betty Young, a retired Environmental Scientist who used to live and dive in Cairns in the 70s, contacted me about the project.
She has a vast knowledge of the reef and reef related matters. A very interesting lady!
She asked whether we could help to contact divers, ex-divers, children of divers, who might still have negatives or images of
the Great Barrier Reef of before 1985 The project sounds very interesting as they will not only compare historic images but use them in a whole set of historical
data about the reef, a.o. like wheather data, cyclones, core samples of reef structures, water quality, pests [she told me that
the COTS were [already] a big problem in 1970s but at that time there was no political interest in this problem].
Call for Historical images - before 1985
Therefore, it would be great if you can look in your archives and see if you have historical reef images (pre-1985). This is the
start. And perhaps in the near future, the project would call upon you to revisited those sites to take current images.
The images have to have identifying data on them like :
Year- and date [if possible] of photo taken
Reef name
Location
Depth
Landscape photo - bigger area - no macro
Description of dive
camera
NB: The images [slides, photos, negatives - will be saved securely by the project and only used for study purposes. Copyrights
will be respected.
Call for Historical data re water quality, land use etc
They are also very keen to receive any water-quality data, images of land use change or any other information you have, that
is relevant to changing coral reef conditions within the last 30-40 years.
Project group University of Queensland
Dr. Sander Scheffers is a Senior Lecturer at Southern Cross University (NSW), specialising in Climate Change, Coral Reef Ecology and Coastal Geomorphology.
Dr. Tara Clark is specialised in historical reef change, amongst a whole range of other subjects.
Dr. Betty Young is a retired environmental scientist of the UQ and

Please send any related matters to the projects team leaders email address and all contributions will be properly acknowledged and acted on!
Dr. Sander Scheffers - sander.scheffers@scu.edu.au
President
For more questions call me: 0407753328

UP COMING TRIP

sundayfunday with Tusadive
As many of you know Tusa Dive is one of our fabulous club
sponsors. They provide a raffle prize for the club meetings
and also sponsor the Nautilus Club annual underwater
photo competition. In this year’s competition I was one of
the lucky photo comp winners with a trip for two on T6!
Being mostly a solo diver these days, I exchanged mine for
a couple of trips out to the reef. Thank you Tusa Dive!!!
Thought I’d journal a few of the highlights from some of
my recent Tusa travels for my trip report.
What you can expect on a day out on T6
8am departure from A Finger, tea, coffee and some kind
of morning snack to go with it (usually muffins, pastries or
croissants). Meet the crew followed by trip safety briefing
(sometimes I get to do the life jacket demonstration (which
I do love!).
8:30 – 9:00ish Dive briefing in the saloon (downstairs,
main cabin)
10am pool is open and you’ll be hitting the water
Between dives 1 & 2 there is water and fruit or soup
(winter treat) snack break whilst the tanks are filled
11am you are hitting the water for your second dive of the
day
12pm pool closes and its lunch time (buffet smorgasbord)
plus a reef talk by the resident photographer
T6 moves to another reef / site
1pm pool is open and back in we go for the 3rd dive of the
day
2:30 pool closes and it’s time to start the trek home
After the crew finish washing all the gear and putting it
away, the dive guides gather everyone for log books and
the ‘what did we see’ reminiscing activity
Tea, coffee, alcoholic beverages, plus fruit and cake for the
trip home
4pm-ish arrive back in Cairns and it’s all over… Crew high
five all the passengers (with varying sunburn markings) as
they leave the vessel.
Fishbowl (Hastings Reef)
This is a regular dive site for Tusa and I have to say it’s
probably one of the most diverse as well. There are so
many aspects to it! And always a treat as you are ‘almost
guaranteed’ to encounter the top 5 things to see on the
reef (nemo, turtles, sharks, giant clams, moray eels and
some pretty spectacular coral).
There are the pinnacles out the front, fish bowl itself, the
walls to the north and south, and if you sneak through
the bowl and over the back (towards the wild side) there
are some great coral bommies and sand patches (not too
many people get to go over this way) and I only do it if its
great viz and calm day), it usually has something special to
offer (e.g. sweet lip hanging off the wall, black and white
tip reef sharks, turtles and its simply #gbr pretty!)
If you are into macro we have some resident jaw fish,
often nudibranchs (I’m not that great at spotting these),
shrimp, orangutan crabs (although haven’t seen any for a
while), a range of different shrimp species.

By: Libby Sterling

sundayfunday with Tusadive
I’m told there is a school of razor fish under the boat
(I just haven’t managed to find them yet; I have seen
photos so I know they’re there somewhere!).
Manta rays have been seen as have hammer head sharks,
all associated with the comment ‘you should have been
here yesterday’….), so no, not seen by me personally… I
do love a dive at fishbowl!
Turtle Bommie (Saxon Reef)
Saxon reef is another favourite spot for a dive or 3! Turtle
Bommie (mind you I’ve never actually seen a turtle here, I
am sure others have!).
There is a main bommie and then the usual coral and
sand morphology. You are likely to see sharks, schools
of fish, whip gobies, whip shrimp, fans, anemone fish
(various species), Venus tusk fish, nudibranchs, lion fish,
angel fish, soft coral and lovely white sandy bottom.
Twin Peaks (Saxon Reef)
Twin Peaks is incredibly diverse and I’ve had some of
my best most memorable turtle encounters here! This
site is particularly spectacular if it’s great viz as there
are more bommies out on the deeper side (western)
of the pinnacles. I just don’t venture out there unless
conditions are perfect as it’s a bit of a swim.
Almost always see sharks here, turtles, sometimes
cuttlefish, and spectacular schools of fish if there is
some current and it’s simply a very pretty site. Various
anemone fish species are found with a lovely pink
anemone on the inside at the 2nd pinnacle which is
always worth a stop and a photo or two (especially if
the anemone is closed as it’s that magnificent magenta
purple)
Sometimes I’ll spend the entire dive on the pinnacles
other times I’ll do the figure 8 swim, check out what’s
there and come back into the shallows for the ‘arty farty’
reflections pics (and the warmer water, if its winter)
Sandra’s (Norman Reef)
I do love Sandra’s on Norman Reef, why? Wally lives
here, an especially friendly, loveable Wally.
Sandra’s has it all, walls both north and south, sand off
into the deep and coral bommies in the shallows. There
is so much to see that on occasions I’ve been known
to spend the entire dive within a 50 – 100m radius of
the boat! Schools of fish swim around you; it’s pretty
spectacular on a nice day!
There’s a cleaning station under the boat and there
always seems to be sweet lip, coral trout, flowery cod
and barramundi cod hanging out with the cleaner wrasse,
then there’s Wally and of course nemo and dory both
live here too! Rays hang out on the sand and sometimes
nudibranchs. I’ve seen a school of bump head parrot fish
cruise through a couple of times as well.
Caves (Norman Reef)
Another favourite site! And I have been known to make
the swim down to it even if we are moored on another
site… There is a cave / long swim through that can be
filled with glass fish (or not), with an opening to the reef
above with light streaming down about one third of the
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way in. You really need to be one of the first in before other divers find it and stir up the bottom.
Otherwise it’s a standard Norman Reef dive with a wall to both north and south, white sand slopes going off into the blue.
Sharks, rays, turtles, a multitude of fish species, anemonefish and so much more!.
That’s it for this report; hope to see you out there soon.
You can follow me on Instagram @lib_sterling_photography

Nautilus Photo Comp 2019 Update
Heads up Nautilus Photographers there are changes to the categories for the 2019 photo comp, below is a
broad outline of what’s going on, Peter will be posting the rules for entry and detailed info on the categories
on the club website.
MACRO - Open to all
PORTRAIT - Open to all
WIDE ANGLE - Open to all
BEHAVIOUR - Open to all
LIFE ON THE REEF, IMAGES FROM THE GREAT BARRIER REEF ONLY - Open to all
COMPACT CAMERA PORTFOLIO - Compact cameras only
DSLR PORTFOLIO - DSLR/Mirroless cameras only

Nautilus Scuba Club member logbook 2018-19 cover image

A few club members have asked me about the cover photo on the dive log book. What I
can tell you about the shrimp in question is that it is a night dive shot on a shallow coral
reef area and is a Saron spp.
This is part of a Marble Shrimp complex, which is a poorly studied group is awaiting
further research, which means at present many individuals bearing numerous tufts and
sensory hairs are categorised as Saron marmoratus.

Supporting the Nautilus Scuba Club
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